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Abstract: In this article, we investigate the potential of synthetic resumes as a means for the rapid
generation of training data and their effectiveness in data augmentation, especially in categories
marked by sparse samples. The widespread implementation of machine learning algorithms in natu-
ral language processing (NLP) has notably streamlined the resume classification process, delivering
time and cost efficiencies for hiring organizations. However, the performance of these algorithms
depends on the abundance of training data. While selecting the right model architecture is essential,
it is also crucial to ensure the availability of a robust, well-curated dataset. For many categories
in the job market, data sparsity remains a challenge. To deal with this challenge, we employed
the OpenAI API to generate both structured and unstructured resumes tailored to specific criteria.
These synthetically generated resumes were cleaned, preprocessed and then utilized to train two
distinct models: a transformer model (BERT) and a feedforward neural network (FFNN) that in-
corporated Universal Sentence Encoder 4 (USE4) embeddings. While both models were evaluated
on the multiclass classification task of resumes, when trained on an augmented dataset containing
60 percent real data (from Indeed website) and 40 percent synthetic data from ChatGPT, the trans-
former model presented exceptional accuracy. The FFNN, albeit predictably, achieved lower accuracy.
These findings highlight the value of augmented real-world data with ChatGPT-generated synthetic
resumes, especially in the context of limited training data. The suitability of the BERT model for such
classification tasks further reinforces this narrative.

Keywords: metadata extraction; resumes; CV; big data; multiclass classification; ChatGPT; large
language models; deep learning; embeddings; labor market analysis

1. Introduction

In the fast-paced world of recruitment, where companies refine numerous resumes
to identify the ideal candidate, the demand for automated solutions has never been more
pressing. Recent advancements in machine learning algorithms now allow for the extraction
of information from resumes with increased accuracy and speed. This extraction process
involves parsing the resume to identify specific sections, such as the candidate’s work
experience, education, skills and other relevant details. Once extracted, this information
can be employed to classify resumes based on set criteria, streamlining the selection
process. With the surge of online resume platforms and the increasing dominance of digital
recruitment (e-recruitment), there has been an overwhelming flood of data, intensifying the
challenge of extracting valuable insights and metadata from resumes. This article delves
into the extraction of metadata from digital resumes characterized by big data attributes,
necessitating regular updates and ongoing monitoring.

The efficacy of machine learning algorithms in resume classification is deeply rooted
in the quality and size of the training data. Moreover, the selection of the appropriate
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model architecture is crucial for optimal performance. While large language models
(LLMs) like GPT-4 [1] have demonstrated remarkable results in various natural language
processing tasks, they might not be the best fit for tasks demanding a deep understanding
of specific language structures, such as resume classification. This is attributed to LLMs’ [2]
constrained capacity to encode and comprehend syntax, semantics and other linguistic
nuances vital for resume classification.

In machine learning, possessing a curated dataset is essential for training powerful
models. This holds particularly true for classification tasks where precise tags or labels
are important for achieving a noteworthy performance. The choice of datasets for train-
ing and evaluation is crucial. Our approach is multifaceted: we initially deployed web
crawlers adept at aggregating resumes from online sources like Indeed.com. Following
this, we employed natural language processing (NLP) techniques for data sanitization and
preprocessing, ensuring the uniformity and quality of the collected resumes. A signifi-
cant difficulty is the lack of labeled data, which is vital for machine learning algorithms’
efficiency. To address this, we utilized the OPEN AI API [3], and through prompt engi-
neering [4–9], we generated labeled resumes [10–15], including candidate categorization,
skill identification and experience evaluation. This strategy underlines the strengths of
LLMs, guaranteeing the creation of dependable and precise labeled datasets for efficient
metadata extraction.

Our methodology emphasizes the use of synthetic resumes for rapid training data cre-
ation and their utilization for data augmentation [16–19], especially in categories with few
samples. Not only did we rely on the ChatGPT resume dataset, but we also incorporated a
new dataset sourced from Indeed.com using crawlers. This hybrid approach ensured our
model’s versatility, enabling it to perform efficiently on both generated and real-world data.
Aiming to enhance the metadata extraction process, this research couples the potential
of embeddings and deep learning techniques. We trained deep learning models on data
labeled using big language models (like GPT-3) to capture complex patterns and learn
the detailed meanings of words based on context. This strategy enables precise and rapid
metadata extraction and leverages deep learning algorithms’ inherent capabilities and the
rich semantic information within the chosen embeddings.

Our research’s primary objective was to extract metadata related to job resume classifi-
cation across diverse occupational categories, especially those marked by sparse samples.
To realize this goal, the multiclass classification task was executed using two distinct models:
a transformer model, specifically BERT [20], and a feedforward neural network (FFNN). A
comparative analysis of the results produced using these models offers useful insights into
their performance. The experiments underscore that blending synthetic data with real data
produces great results, affirming our approach’s efficacy in generating precise metadata
and paving the way for enhanced candidate matching and e-recruitment decisions.

The article begins by reviewing related works in the field of resume classification,
especially those that leverage machine learning algorithms. We then proceed to the method-
ology, which also embodies the creation and preprocessing of the datasets, the models we
adopted and their configuration for the training and evaluation for the multiclass classifica-
tion of resumes. Afterward, we present and analyze the results from our experiments. The
article concludes with insights and suggestions for potential future research in this area.

2. Previous Work

Resume classification for e-recruiting has garnered significant attention in recent years.
Malinowski, J., Keim, T., Wendt, O. and Weitzel, T. [21] proposed a recommender system
to align candidates’ skills with recruiter requirements. Yi, X., Allan, J. and Croft, W. B. [22]
introduced a structured relevance model that leverages labeled resumes to retrieve anal-
ogous ones. Tallapragada, V. V. S., Raj, V. S., Deepak, U., Sai, P. D. and Mallikarjuna, T. [23],
exploited the concept of understanding the document contextually with the BERT model.
They proposed the use of bidirectional encoder representations from transformer (BERT)
vectorization to identify the text contextually. The presented results showed that the al-
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gorithm they constructed parsed the resume better than existing techniques. The BERT
vectorization seemed to figure out what the text meant in a specific context. The resumes
for the study were chosen randomly from a database where all persisted resumes were ran-
domly generated for the specific study. Although the results showed a promising solution,
the data that was used to perform the experiments were only 100 resumes.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been employed to enhance the accuracy
of resume classification for e-recruiting. Several deep learning models for resume classifica-
tion have been proposed, such as skill prediction based on multilabel resume classification
using CNNs, which achieved state-of-the-art results [24]. Skills are categorized into high
and low levels. High-level skills represent specialties (e.g., web developer and front-end
developer), while low-level skills (e.g., CSS, HTML and PHP) denote technical expertise.
The underlying assumption is that high-level skills are defined through a collection of
low-level ones. Thus, if low-level skills are accurately identified, high-level ones can be
predicted. The model achieved a recall of 98.79% and a precision of 91.34%, surpass-
ing a 99% accuracy for specific competencies. Transformer-based models like BERT and
GPT-3 have also been applied to resume classification tasks. Li, X., Shu, H., Zhai, Y. and
Lin, Z. [25] proposed an information extraction method grounded in named entity recogni-
tion. Skills described in a resume are pivotal information to extract.

An approach to extract information from resumes written in five different languages
using the transformer model (BERT) was successfully implemented [26]. This model
extracts and classifies relevant document sections (personal information, education, past
employment and skills) and, at a more granular level, extracts and classifies specific
details, such as names, dates, organizations, positions, university degrees, individual
skills and their self-assessed competence levels. Four labels representing skill competence
were defined: excellent (high proficiency/advanced level), good (intermediate level), bad
(beginner level) and null (missing self-assessment).

While these models show potential in enhancing classification accuracy, acquiring large
labeled datasets remains a challenge. Furthermore, a meticulous evaluation is essential to
avoid biases towards particular candidate groups or job postings. The creation of effective
strategies for collecting and labeling high-quality resume data is crucial to support the
development of precise and impartial resume classification models for e-recruitment.

3. Methodology
3.1. Overview

The objective of our study was to explore the feasibility and benefits of augmenting
real-world job resume data crawled from Indeed.com with synthetic resumes generated
using ChatGPT and to perform the multiclass classification task. Our investigation spanned
across 15 distinct job categories, ranging from technical roles like software developers to
professional roles such as lawyers and various others in between. This section provides
a detailed methodology encompassing data collection, data synthesis, machine learning
methods and the experimental setup. Figure 1 presents the overall schema of our study;
each step was described in the following sections.

3.2. Data Collection from Online Sources and Processing

Resumes typically fall into two categories: structured and unstructured (freestyle).
Structured resumes present a candidate’s details in distinct sections, such as education
and work experience, usually in reverse chronological order. Unstructured resumes, how-
ever, follow a narrative approach without specific divisions. Indeed.com predominantly
showcases structured resumes, but variations within this format can complicate metadata
extraction. To enhance labor market insights, it is crucial to utilize data from platforms
like Indeed.com that mirror industry needs and offer insights into a diverse range of job
categories, enabling a thorough analysis of labor market trends, skill prerequisites and
other employment-influencing factors. We delved into the construction of the dataset from
indeed.com (Indeed_Dataset) in the subsequent sections.
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Online sources: The Indeed_Dataset was composed of resumes sourced exclusively
from the Indeed website.

Data acquisition and processing: Using web crawlers, resumes from Indeed were
methodically acquired. Tailored search queries were input into the search system producing
search outcomes. Each result was systematically cataloged in a database and linked with
its corresponding occupation label. This method was employed iteratively until the dataset
reached its desired volume for the analysis.

The search results were algorithmically generated, emphasizing the most relevant
outcomes. This indicated that the search engine performed internal calculations using
search algorithms and presented the most relevant resumes. Furthermore, the search
engine provided customization options through various filters, such as location, time and
category. When applied, these filters produced unique search results tailored to specific
query parameters.

Data cleaning: Throughout our data collection and processing, emphasis was placed
on maintaining the consistency and accuracy of the data. This step involved:

# Correcting typographical errors.
# Removing duplicate records.
# Stripping special characters like &NBSP (HTML element), \r and _.
# Managing empty lines within a text block.
# Using regular expressions to identify and exclude URLs embedded in job descriptions.
# Deleting site-specific prefix keywords.
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The executed procedures guaranteed the creation of a dataset that accurately repre-
sented real-world information, while minimizing any errors or unwanted inconsistencies.
As a result of these processes, a single dataset was created (the Indeed dataset), containing
authentic data extracted from an online source (Indeed.com) and encapsulating 15 diverse
job categories.

3.3. Utilization of ChatGPT for Resume Generation

Our aim was to simplify the data collection process and employ augmentation tech-
niques (through enhancement) to boost the performance of models trained for resume
classification. We generated a substantial corpus of resumes using ChatGPT, guided by
customized prompts. We crafted specific prompts to obtain resumes for the 15 job categories
of interest. To ensure a broad range of content, we leveraged the O*NET [27,28] web service
to create dictionaries encompassing synonyms for the 15 professions, their qualifications
and other related terms. This comprehensive approach allowed us to generate prompts
that would obtain a broad spectrum of responses from ChatGPT, capturing the essence
of each occupation. To further diversify the content, we requested resumes in various
writing styles, such as scientific, literary, colloquial and others. Additionally, we aimed for
different levels of English proficiency in the generated content, ensuring a wide range of
linguistic nuances.

To streamline this process, we utilized the OpenAI API [1,29] through a Python script
that managed all fundamental tasks. The uniqueness of each prompt ensured that the
resulting resumes displayed a spectrum of nuances, capturing variations in content depth,
writing style and job titles. To enhance the dataset’s richness, we integrated WordNet [30],
a lexical database, to facilitate word substitutions with their synonyms. This strategy aimed
to further diversify the dataset while preserving the core essence of each resume.

In the preprocessing phase, we emphasized data integrity and uniformity. This
involved eliminating redundant or irrelevant details and standardizing data formats,
preparing the dataset for the classification task. Due to the dynamic parameterization
of our prompts, there were occasions where ChatGPT declined to generate a resume.
For example, when tasked with creating a resume for a lawyer with only a high school
education, the model tactfully refused, stating that it is impossible for a lawyer to hold only
formal education for being a lawyer.

Upon completing the resume generation, we undertook a manual review to rectify any
inconsistencies. This hands-on check ensured that the data were both consistent and valid.
As a result, the ‘ChatGPT_dataset’ was created, which comprised synthetic data produced
with ChatGPT, spanning the required job categories.

3.4. Model Architectures and Training

In the context of our study, we implemented two learning architectures: a baseline
FFNN and a version of the BERT model. The FFNN represents a conventional machine
learning approach, while BERT, a transformer-based design, is optimized for NLP tasks.
Though BERT effectively captures context, it comes with a higher number of parameters
and increased computational demands. Both models were trained to classify resumes into
15 distinct job categories (classes) based on the job category (class) they represent.

3.4.1. FFNN Model

The FFNN was designed specifically for multiclass classification. The selection of its
architecture and other hyperparameters was determined based on literature insights and
our trial-and-error experiments, particularly focusing on the model’s architecture, opti-
mizer choice, learning rate and rho values. Its architecture consists of an input layer with
512 units, aligned with the feature vectors generated by the USE4 model. USE4, a pretrained
embedding model, converts textual data into fixed-size feature vectors, encapsulating se-
mantic nuances, enabling the FFNN to discern data intricacies without directly interfacing
with the raw text. Following the input layer, the FFNN incorporates a hidden layer of
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256 units using ReLU activation. The output layer, with its 15 units, corresponds to the dis-
tinct job categories and utilizes softmax activation. For configuring the model, we employed
the tf.keras.Model function, selecting Adadelta as the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.15
and a rho of 0.95. The model compilation leveraged ‘sparse_categorical_crossentropy’ for
the loss and ‘accuracy’ as the primary metric. The training spanned 40 epochs, using a
dataset partitioned into training and validation subsets. The test subset size was set at 20%
of the training dataset.

3.4.2. BERT Model

Our BERT model, sourced from Hugging Face’s library [31], was tailored for text clas-
sification. BERT, a transformer-based model, generates embeddings that reflect contextual
relationships within text, making it a powerful tool for capturing semantic nuances in large
textual datasets. These embeddings are derived from multiple transformer layers, allowing
the model to consider both the current word and its surrounding context in the text. For
data preparation, we curated datasets for training and evaluation. The text underwent
preprocessing, converting to lowercase and removing numbers and special characters.
Using Hugging Face’s BERT tokenizer, the text was tokenized with a defined maximum
length of 512 tokens. Our encode_data function then converted this tokenized text into
‘input_ids’ and ‘attention_mask’, essential for feeding data into the BERT model. Our
model was built upon the ‘bert-base-uncased’ configuration from Hugging Face, selected
for resume classification due to its advanced pretrained contextual embeddings and the
advantages of transfer learning, which, together, guaranteed a precise resume analysis. We
established two input layers to channel the tokenized and encoded data into BERT. From
the output of BERT, we exploited only the first element, representing the embeddings from
the terminal hidden layer, which contained rich contextual information. Building on these
embeddings, we added a 1D convolutional layer with 256 filters and ReLU activation, a
dropout layer at a rate of 0.5, a global max-pooling layer and a dense layer with 15 units
using softmax activation. These units represented the probability distribution among job
categories (classes).

For training, we employed a learning rate with an exponential decay, initiating at
1 × 10−5. The Adam optimizer was chosen for the model compilation. After a training
duration of 2 epochs with a batch size of 8, we assessed the model’s efficacy on the evaluation
dataset, extracting labels via the argmax function and computing the accuracy metric.

3.5. Training Datasets and Experimental Setup

Our research objective encompassed a main use case: resume classification enhanced
with augmented data. At the core of our study, we aimed to explore and assess the
feasibility and advantages of enriching real-world job resume data, sourced from Indeed
with synthetic resumes created with ChatGPT. Our focus then shifted to performing the
multiclass classification task on this real-world data, particularly in categories characterized
by sparse samples.

To perform the multiclass classification of resumes, five datasets were created:

• One synthetic dataset from ChatGPT (ChatGPT, Section 3.3).
• One dataset (Indeed, Section 3.2) with real-world data from Indeed.com.
• A training dataset (Indeed_60) derived from the Indeed dataset (approximately 60%).
• An evaluation dataset (Indeed_40) derived from the Indeed dataset (approximately

40%). The selection of instances for both Indeed_60 and Indeed_40 was performed
randomly, ensuring against a biased distribution or the exclusion of difficult-to-learn
or classify instances.

• An augmented dataset (Indeed augmented) was constructed by combining the “In-
deed_60” dataset, which contained 919 resumes, with an additional 1331 resumes
generated with ChatGPT. This resulted in a total of 2250 resumes in the augmented
dataset. A primary objective behind this augmentation was to ensure a balanced
representation across resume categories within the dataset.
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This balance was realized through a thorough curation process, where each job class
received an approximately equal number of entries. The primary motivation behind this
augmentation was twofold: firstly, to enhance the model’s training, promoting consistent
prediction accuracy and, secondly, to address potential inconsistencies arising from overlaps
in similar resumes that might describe different job categories. This reinforced the model’s
ability to discern subtle differences and distinctions among professions.

In our experiments, we used occupation abbreviations for clarity and simplicity in
presenting the procedure and results. Table 1 provides an overview of the datasets we
constructed. The term “Job category/class” refers to the class represented in the multiclass
classification task.

Table 1. Overview of all created datasets and job categories.

Job Category/Class Occupation Abbr. O*NET Alt.
Titles

Indeed
Dataset

ChatGPT
Dataset

Indeed
Augmented Indeed_60 Indeed_40

Heating, Air Conditioning
and Refrigeration

Mechanics and Installers
HVAC 9 99 296 150 59 40

Human
Resources Specialists HRS 10 139 342 150 83 56

Driver/Sales Workers Driver 10 133 284 150 80 53

Landscaping and
Groundskeeping Workers Landscaper 10 86 424 150 52 34

Marketing Managers Mrkt.Mgr 10 101 373 150 60 41

Tellers Tellers 10 85 302 150 51 34

Automotive Service
Technicians

and Mechanics
Auto.Mech. 10 53 296 150 32 21

Dentists, General Dentist 7 101 324 150 60 41

Customer
Service Representatives CSR 10 95 278 150 57 38

Chefs and Head Cooks Chef 10 87 308 150 52 35

Electrical Engineers Elec.Eng. 10 175 272 150 105 70

Software Developer Soft.Dev. 16 86 326 150 52 34

Civil Engineers Civ.Eng. 5 96 362 150 58 38

Database Administrators DBA 5 101 278 150 60 41

Lawyers Lawyer 8 95 326 150 57 38

Total 15 1533 4791 2250 919 614

4. Results
4.1. Previous Work Results

In our previous research [32], we investigated the use of synthetic data generated using
ChatGPT for training within the context of resume multiclass classification. Evaluating the
model’s performance using the Indeed dataset, we found that synthetic datasets, indeed,
had potential value in the domain of e-recruitment.

In Table 2, we showcase the results (experiments one and two) pertaining to the FFNN
employing USE4 embeddings when tasked with resume classification according to job
categories. To ensure a comprehensive examination of this task, we conducted an analogous
experiment leveraging the BERT model.

4.2. Main Use Case and per Class Results

In this study, we assessed the performance of both a BERT and an FFNN model on a
resume multiclass classification task. The optimal results from our extended experiments
are presented in Table 2.

The experiments for both the BERT and FFNN models were conducted as follows:

• Training with the Indeed_60 and evaluating with the Indeed_40 dataset (experiments
three and four).
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• Training with the Indeed augmented and evaluating with the Indeed_40 datasets
(experiments five and six).

Table 2. Prediction accuracy and model performance for all experiments per class.

Exp. Model Training Dataset Evaluation Dataset Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

1 FFNN ChatGPT Indeed 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85

2 BERT ChatGPT Indeed 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85

3 FNN Indeed_60 Indeed_40 0.84 0.86 0.84 0.84

4 BERT Indeed_60 Indeed_40 0.85 0.88 0.86 0.86

5 FNN Indeed augmented Indeed_40 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85

6 BERT Indeed augmented Indeed_40 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92

The experimental results showcased in Table 2 demonstrated the impact of the different
models and training datasets on the accuracy of resume multiclass classification and
presented the average performance metrics, offering a comparison between these methods
in a per-class manner.

In the third experiment, utilizing the FFNN model with the Indeed_60 training dataset,
we achieved an accuracy of 84%. The fourth experiment introduced the BERT model to
the same training dataset, resulting in an improvement of 85% accuracy. Experiment five
maintained the FNN model but employed an augmented version of the training data.
Indeed, the augmented dataset improved the accuracy to 85%.

The most improved accuracy was observed in the sixth experiment, where the BERT
model was combined with the Indeed augmented dataset, resulting in a 92% accuracy.
These results underscored the significance of both model selection and the quality of the
training data, highlighting the potential of advanced models like BERT when coupled with
augmented datasets for enhancing the accuracy of resume classification tasks.

In our evaluations, the models trained on ChatGPT data were assessed using the full
Indeed dataset, as discussed in experiments from the paper [32], while other models were
tested on the Indeed_40 dataset. Figure 2 presents the F1 scores of the FFNN when trained
on three different datasets: ChatGPT data, Indeed_60 data and the Indeed augmented
dataset. The model seemed to perform best when trained on the augmented dataset for
the classes Auto.Mech. and Elec.Eng., with F1 scores reaching as high as 0.95. However,
for the classes CSR and Landscaper, the model’s performance was inconsistent across
the datasets. Notably, for the CSR class, the model had its lowest performance when
trained on Indeed_60 data. For the Landscaper class, the F1 score dipped when trained on
Indeed_60, but improved again with the augmented dataset. It is also worth noting that
some classes like Dentist, Civ. Eng. Elec. Eng. and Soft. Dev. maintained consistently high
F1 scores across all datasets, indicating the model’s robust performance for these categories,
regardless of the training data source. The tellers class had a significant improvement when
trained on the Indeed_60 dataset compared to the ChatGPT dataset. Overall, the results of
the FFNN suggested that the Indeed augmented dataset generally enhanced the model’s
performance, but the effectiveness could vary depending on the specific profession.

Figure 3 presents the results of the BERT model trained on the same three datasets:
the ChatGPT dataset, Indeed_60 dataset and the Indeed augmented dataset. The results
showed that some classes, Dentist, Elec. Eng. and DBA, consistently achieved high scores
across all three datasets. This suggested that the BERT model was proficient at correctly
classifying these classes. These categories might have had distinctive language patterns or
keywords that the model captured effectively, leading to a robust performance.

Dataset influence: The variation in F1 scores across the three datasets highlighted
the impact of data quality and diversity. The augmentation technique was effective in
improving the model’s performance. This suggested that the Indeed augmented dataset
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was well-constructed and contributed positively to the model’s training. In contrast, the F1
scores for the ChatGPT dataset showed slight variability, potentially reflecting the unique
language patterns and context of the generated resumes.
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As anticipated, the FFNN exhibited shortcomings in accurately categorizing specific
classes due to the presence of overlapping descriptions within the resumes. Conversely,
the BERT model effectively addressed these instances of overlap because it benefited from
pretrained contextual embeddings and its enhanced ability to capture language nuances,
which gave it a significant advantage in text classification tasks.

In both the FFNN and BERT models, the presence of classes with fewer samples (sparse
classes) had a noticeable impact on the accuracy results. These classes, such as landscaper
and tellers, exhibited lower F1 scores compared to classes with more training data. The
introduction of the Indeed augmented dataset significantly improved the F1 scores for
these sparse categories in both models. The Indeed augmented dataset, which added
more examples and diversity to the training data, enabled the models to better capture the
nuances and features of these underrepresented classes. This enhancement was particularly
evident in the BERT model’s results, where the F1 scores for landscaper and tellers showed
notable improvements.

Finally, the sparse classes with limited training samples initially had a negative impact
on accuracy in both the FFNN and BERT models. However, the use of the Indeed aug-
mented dataset mitigated this effect by providing additional training examples, resulting in
improved F1 scores for these sparse classes. The Indeed augmented dataset played a crucial
role in helping the models to better capture and classify the under-represented classes.
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5. Discussion

In conclusion, the Indeed augmented dataset was proven to add more value to training
models for the multiclass classification task. While the BERT model demonstrated excep-
tional accuracy, the FFNN’s performance was commendable, albeit with some limitations,
especially in certain job category classes.

Future iterations of this methodology offer potential enhancements to further refine
the multiclass classification of resumes. Addressing misclassifications might require the
addition of another classification layer to discern more specific characteristics within
resumes. In upcoming research, we plan to explore variants of BERT trained on data more
aligned with our specific challenge, such as JobBERT [33], or even train the model using
our own dataset to evaluate its performance. Moreover, as an alternative direction, by
expanding the dataset to include multilingual resumes and employing multilingual variants
of BERT, we can enhance the classification’s comprehensiveness and global applicability.

An exciting prospect is the fusion of real-world and synthetic datasets, especially in
metadata extraction tasks such as entity recognition. Combining synthetic data generated
using models like ChatGPT or other open-source large language models (LLMs) with
real-world data could herald significant advancements in e-recruitment automation, with
potential applicability across various domains.

Additionally, integrating LLMs, known for their expertise in natural language process-
ing (NLP) tasks, offers the potential to enhance their ability to capture complex patterns
in unstructured data, like business descriptions or job postings. The goal would be to
streamline the matching of resumes with job postings. This direction holds promise for
significantly improving e-recruitment processes and may find utility in broader contexts.
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